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Oglala artist Colleen Cutschall (alias Sister Wolf) designed this dramatic sculpture for the Indian
Memorial at the Little Bighorn Battlefield National Park in Montana. The Indian side of the story is told
in Custer's Fall. See below.

Meteor Blades for Daily

Kos, Daily Kos Staff

13 recommended books about and by American Indians
Over the years, one question I have been asked repeatedly is for a recommendation of a book that
comprehensively tells the story of American Indians. In fact, there’s no book that does
that because, just like other people who live in the USA, Indians aren’t monolithic. Hundreds of
federally recognized tribes, hundreds more that are unrecognized, 29 language groups and 10
times that many languages, different traditions, different religions. It’s Native American cultures,
not culture singular. Our ancestors didn’t all wear feathered headdresses or hunt bison on
horseback. And they don’t all own casinos or wish they did.
There are, however, many good books that can help readers of whatever age learn about ancestral
and modern Natives (and the First Nations peoples of Canada). I have two bookcases filled and a
few boxes as well, several hundred in all. What follows are brief takes on an eclectic baker’s
dozen of such books. At some levels, all these books are political, but that doesn’t make them
heavy-handed or preachy.

Before beginning, I want to strongly recommend the work of Debbie Reese, a Nambé Pueblo
Indian woman who for years has done prodigious evaluation of books for kids about American
Indians. She does so at American Indians in Children’s Literature and speaks widely on the
subject. I’ve learned a great deal from her critique of children’s books about or featuring Indians,
much of which applies to books written about Indians for adults. Some readers may be surprised
not to see certain books on this list—for instance, Dee Brown’s seminal Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee or Charles C. Mann’s 1491: New Revelations of the Americas Before
Columbus. Those and others have been left out not because they’re bad—both those are excellent
—but because they are so well-known and not written by Natives.
Crossing Bok Chitto: A Choctaw Tale of Friendship & Freedom, by Tim Tingle (Choctaw) and
illustrated by Jeanne Rorex Bridges (Cherokee). It’s 1808 in this picture book for children
ages 4-9, and Martha Tom, a young Choctaw, lives on the
Indian side of the Bok Chitto River in Mississippi. On the
other side are plantation owners and their slaves. Any slave
who escapes the plantation to the other side of the river is
free, and slave owners cannot by law cross to the other side.
Martha goes picking blackberries one day and cannot stick
to the rules her mother has laid down about never crossing
the river. She does, meets a slave, and eventually leads
seven slaves to the free side of the river. On the back cover,
Tingle writes, “Crossing Bok Chitto is a tribute to the
Indians of every nation who aided the runaway people of
bondage. Crossing Bok Chitto is an Indian book and
documented the Indian way, told and told again and then
passed on by uncles and grandmothers. In this new format,
this book way of telling, Crossing Bok Chitto is for both the
Indian and the non-Indian. We Indians need to know and
embrace our past. Non-Indians should know the sweet and
secret fire, as secret as the stones, that drives the Indian heart and keeps us so determined that our
way, a way of respect for others and the land we live on, will prevail.”
Rain is Not My Indian Name, by Cynthia Leitich Smith (Muscogee). This book for middle
schoolers ages 10-14 explores the grief, conflicts, and epiphanies of a Muscogee/Cherokee/
Scots-Irish girl, 14-year-old Cassidy Rain Berghoff, who lives in a mostly white Midwestern
town. She’s just emerged from six months of seclusion after her best friend was killed in a car
accident. Having already lost her mother, she has plenty of emotional pain to ponder. She decides
to return to the world and go to her Aunt Georgia’s summer “Indian Camp.” Rather than
immersing herself there, however, she keeps her distance by getting a job shooting photos of the
camp for the local newspaper. When the town council considers cutting off funding for the camp,
she becomes involved in ways she hadn’t intended, which contributes to her healing. With humor
and zero preachiness, Smith’s poignant telling benefits from her technique of beginning chapters
with short excerpts from Rain’s journal.
The Plague of Doves, by Louise Erdrich (Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa). Erdrich is one of
the leading lights of the second wave of the Native American Renaissance. Her poetry glows,

and her prose is saturated with poetic imagery. Plague begins with the racist response after a
white family is murdered in the early 20th century and four Indians, including a young boy, are
hunted down and lynched while the real killer roams free. But Erdrich is not given to the simple
and predictable. She brings to life a fictional town in western North Dakota far beyond those
opening scenes. From the arrival of the first colonizers centuries ago, the interaction and
interchange between them and Native peoples have been complex, contradictory, and filled with
betrayal, tragedy, and abundant connection. Erdrich’s superb tale weaves all that together with
characters of fullness, some of them strange, some dedicated to trouble, none of them
uninteresting.
Navajo Long Walk, by author Joseph Bruchac (Nulhegan Abenaki) and illustrator Shonto Begay
(Navajo). Ages 8-12. Most Americans have at least heard of the Trail of Tears, the forced
removal across the Mississippi of the Cherokee and several other tribal peoples during the 1830s.
This cost the lives of thousands of Indians. Few, however, have heard of the forced removal in
the 1860s that the Navajo call the “Long Walk.” It’s another instance of how the dominant
culture has done so much to make Native Americans and much of our history invisible. Bruchac
and Begay bring this shameful episode to life. Bruchac, who has written more than 40 fiction and
nonfiction books for both children and adults, discusses how the Navajo were treated by the
Spanish invaders, and how two-and-a-half centuries later they were forced by the U.S.
government from their land onto a provisional reservation in New Mexico Territory, a 500-mile
trek with severe hardships that included many deaths. Unlike the cases of most other tribes who
lost their land, however, the reservation at Bosque Redondo was closed after a few years, and a
treaty signed to allow the Navajo to return to their homeland, where they still live today.
We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga, by author Traci Sorell (Cherokee) and Australian illustrator
Frané Lessac. Sorell is a fine storyteller who combines modern concerns with a traditional
Cherokee presentation in this nonfiction book that follows the story of Cherokee life and
ceremonies for an entire year, demonstrating the lasting strength of
the Cherokee way of life. This seasonal arrangement is both
entertaining and educational. The new year begins in autumn, a time
of basket-weaving and remembrances of The Trail of Tears, and ends
in summer. Traditions continue to play a major part in
modern Cherokee life, which includes stickball and stomp dancing at
the Great New Moon Ceremony, as well as planting strawberries and
making cornhusk dolls. There is a conscious attempt by Sorell to
trample on stereotypes of indigenous people, and, among other things,
we see a father in a positive parenting role and Cherokees of a variety
of skin colors, dark and light, which gives force to the book’s message
of diversity. The book includes a complete syllabary invented by the
Cherokee Sequoyah some two centuries ago and a glossary. One word there is otsaliheliga (ohjah-LEE-hay-lee-gah). Sorell writes: “Cherokee people say otsaliheliga to express gratitude. It is
a reminder to celebrate our blessings and reflect on struggles—daily, throughout the year, and
across the seasons.”
Like a Loaded Weapon: The Rehnquist Court, Indian Rights, and the History of Racism in
America, by Robert A. Williams (Lumbee). This densely argued book by a noted professor of

law and expert in Indian law, indigenous rights, and critical race theory at the University of
Arizona's James E. Rogers College of Law is a bit of a tough read for nonlawyers. But it’s worth
the effort for those willing to make it. Williams explores the bases of modern court decisions
affecting Native Americans, both legally via stare decisis and via the racist perspective found in
the language of three 190-year-old rulings of the John Marshall Supreme Court,
specifically Johnson v. McIntosh (1823), Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (1831), and Worcester v.
Georgia (1832). For Williams, the 21st century consequences of continuing to lean on these
long-ago rulings from a time when the U.S. government was engaged in wars of conquest are, as
Kristin Ackley wrote in a 2006 law journal review, “that Indian rights will never be protected as
long as the court continues to talk about Indians as if they are lawless savages.” Rulings with
roots in the conquerors’ oh-so-convenient “Doctrine of Discovery”—essentially: We found it and
that makes it ours—need to be reassessed, he writes. Challenging the impact of these rulings and
the language therein is, according to Williams, a "postcolonial approach to Indian law [that]
asserts that the justices need to be directly confronted with the fact that a Supreme Court decision
on Indian peoples' most important human rights is an action that ought to involve a great deal of
serious thought, instead of unconscious racial stereotyping."
There, There, by Tommy Orange (Cheyenne/Arapaho). Taking the title from Gertrude Stein’s
famous statement about the loss of the rural Oakland, California, she once knew—“There is no
there there”—Orange’s novel follows the lives of a dozen Indians of various tribes living in
Oakland as they prepare for a local powwow and navigate urban life, battling the problems
affecting so many Native peoples, from alcoholism and unemployment to domestic abuse, and
fundamental issues of identity in a world that for most of them is far different from that of their
parents. Nearly 70% of American Indians don’t live on reservations today, and those who don’t,
whether tribally enrolled or not, are often unique blends of mixed heritage, torn by internalized
stereotypes and frequently eager to recapture lost traditions, culture, and language, but without a
clear path for how to do so. Teenager Orvil Red Feather takes the 21st century route to such
knowledge by pulling up Google to answer, "What does it mean to be a real Indian?” In the
mirror, as he puts on the tribal regalia that he has found in a closet, he sees only "a fake, a copy, a
boy playing dress-up." Himself a straddler of two worlds, like so many Indians, Orange is the
offspring of a Cheyenne father and white mother who clashed, then divorced, over Native
spirituality and evangelical Christianity, Orange told a reviewer,
"I wanted to have my characters struggle in the way that I
struggled, and the way that I see other native people struggle,
with identity and with authenticity."
An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States,
by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz. A prize-winning historian and
longtime activist with the American Indian Movement whose
mother was Native but never wanted to admit it, Ortiz has
reframed the history of American Indians, taking the original
concept from Howard Zinn’s A People’s History of the United
States and challenging the still widespread view in school
textbooks that Europeans arrived to find a mostly empty land
populated by inferior beings living in a primeval wilderness.
This overview of 400 years of indigenous history takes a

bottom-up approach to the subject. At its heart, her book is about making visible what so many
other books have sought to hide away or, all too often, flat-out deny—this being the genocidal
nature of the policies imposed on the peoples who were already here when the colonists arrived.
Using their own words, often to devastating effect, Ortiz quotes prominent politicians, generals,
writers, religious ministers, and heroes among the Founding Fathers, including George
Washington, the “father of our country,” who began his military career with a scorched-earth
policy against Natives who refused to sell or surrender their land. In a letter to Major General
John Sullivan, he wrote that he should “lay waste all [Indian] settlements around ... that the
country may not be merely overrun but destroyed ... [Y]ou will not by any means listen to any
overture of peace before the total ruin of their settlements is effected. [...] When we have
effectually chastised them we may then listen to peace and endeavour to draw further advantages
from their fears. But even in this case great caution will be necessary to guard against the snares
which their treachery may hold out—They must be explicit in their promises, give substantial
pledges for their performance and execute their engagements with decision and dispatch.
Hostages are the only kind of security to be depended on.”
Everything You Know About Indians is Wrong, by Paul Chaat Smith (Comanche/Choctaw).
Although he is best known for his exceptional book on Native activism—Like a Hurricane: The
Indian Movement from Alcatraz to Wounded Knee (written with Robert Allen Warrior, Osage)—
Smith uses relentless humor as a mostly good-natured jab in Everything, and not just to needle
non-Natives. “Many Indian folks” he writes, ”and our so-called friends in the Wannabe Tribe
make a pretty good living dispensing jukebox spiritualism and environmental teachings” that
they describe as Native heritage. Smith has, since 2001, been associate curator for the National
Museum of the American Indian, and a fellow curator, Lowery Stokes Sims of the Museum of
Arts and Design, writes of the book: “Through references to contemporary and popular
touchstones he sweeps away generations of sentimentality, nostalgia and accommodation that
mark the relationship of Indians to the mainstream. We may flinch at his analyses where there are
no innocents, no villains, but we cannot hide. Smith pushes the ‘minority experience’ past
victimhood and infantilization to self-agency and determination.”
Blue Horses Rush In, by Luci Tapahonso (Diné aka Navajo). Having grown up in a home where
no English was spoken, Tapahonso ultimately became the first poet
laureate of the Navajo Nation, and her elegant storytelling in both
poems and prose demonstrates why. Her work was inspired by the
stories she heard when she was young, wrapped in blankets and
looking at the stars on summer evenings that were “filled with quiet
voices, dogs barking far away, the fire crackling, and often we could
hear the faint drums and songs of a ceremony in the distance.”
Paraphrasing can’t capturing her voice, so here’s a short excerpt:
The last time I returned from home, I checked as luggage an ice
cooler full of mutton, frozen chile, and dry ice, and the airline agent
had to inspect the contents because of recent terrorist activity.
“What’s in here?” she asked. “Mutton and chile.” I replied.
“Mutton?” she asked, puzzled. The chile she could understand since
we were in Albuquerque. Her supervisor came over and said, “You

have mutton in there?” “Yes,” I said. “It’s meat,” clarifying things. “Hmm-mm,” he mused. Then
I picked up a square of frozen mutton and let him inspect it. “We can’t get this kind in Kansas,” I
explained. “Okay,” he said. “Tape up the cooler and label it.” To the delight of many in Kansas, I
returned with mutton that we ate sparingly and only on special occasions. Others heard about it,
so it was divided into smaller portions so that there would be enough for all who wanted some.
The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Native America from 1890 to the Present, by David Treuer
(Ojibwe). For Frederick Jackson Turner (and the U.S. census), the American frontier ended in
1890, the year of the U.S. Army’s slaughter of Lakota men, women, and children at Wounded
Knee, South Dakota. Likewise, that year was seen as the end of the Indian wars and, in so many
ways, the end of American Indians. David Treuer sees it differently, and he takes up where Bury
My Heart at Wounded Knee ends. The story of Native America isn’t over, he writes; Indians have
not vanished, and, despite all the well-known problems, there is a thriving vitality
among indigenous Americans in the 21st century. He has brought it all to life in this ample,
beautifully written book that braids the lives of many individuals and tribes, including his
own. Treuer writes that his book “is adamantly, unashamedly, about Indian life rather than death.
That we even have lives—that Indians have been living in, have been shaped by, and in turn have
shaped the modern world—is news to most people. The usual story told about us—or rather
about ‘the Indian’—is one of diminution and death, beginning in untrammeled freedom and
communion with the earth and ending on reservations, which are seen as nothing more than basin
of perpetual suffering. [...] This book is written out of the simple fierce conviction that our
cultures are not dead and our civilizations have not been destroyed. It is written with the
understanding that our present tense is evolving as rapidly and creatively as everyone else’s.” He
does that brilliantly, poignantly, with the fierceness of a warrior and the comprehensiveness of a
scholar.
Brave Are My People: Indian Heroes Not Forgotten, by Frank Waters (Cheyenne). Before he
died in 1995, the author wrote more then 20 books, was nominated five times for the Nobel Prize
in Literature, and turned his early experiences among the Utes, Navajo, Hopi, and Taos Pueblo
into stunning stories, including his best-known, The Man Who Killed the Deer, a novel about
Taos Pueblo still in print 75 years after it was first published. Brave Are My People takes its title
from a speech that the Shawnee warrior-statesman Tecumseh gave to the Osage in 1800. It gives
us 5- to 10-page flashes of the life stories of a selection of American Indian spiritual leaders from
Deganawidah, the Huron known as “Peacemaker,” born before Columbus stumbled ashore, to
Irataba, the Mohave peacemaker who lived 400 years later.
Native American DNA: Tribal Belonging and the False Promise of Genetic Science, by Kim
Tallbear (Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate). Native identity has long been complicated by government
rules, non-Indian attitudes, tribal politics, and racial stereotyping based on appearance and skin
tone. But for the past two decades or so, it’s been made more difficult by the rise of DNA testing.
People who have no cultural or linguistic or other traditional Native ties but may have heard
some family lore about an alleged ancestral aunt or grandfather with Indian lineage in
some unknown tribe take DNA tests because they believe genetics makes the Indian. In a
scholarly but imminently readable scrutiny, Tallbear’s densely interdisciplinary book dismantles
that and the myth of race being the defining characteristic of who is and is not a Native. And she
speculates on how past white definitions of who meets the criteria could now be reinforced by a

focus on DNA that undermines both tribal identity and sovereignty.
•••
A half-dozen other books may also be of interest:
•
•
•
•
•

Confounding the Color Line: The Indian-Black Experience in North America, edited
by James F. Brooks.
Dressing in Feathers: The Construction of the Indian in American Popular Culture,
edited by S. Elizabeth Bird.
The Last Indian War: The Nez Perce Story, by Elliott West.
Custer’s Fall: The Native American Side of the Story, by David Humphreys Miller
As We Have Always Done: Indigenous Freedom Through Radical Resistance, by
Leanne Betdasamosake Simpson
The Rights of Indians and Tribes (Fourth Edition), by Stephen L. Pevar

•
Ojibwa
May 27 · 06:05:36 PM
It just so happens that tomorrow’s episode of Indians 101 will also be looking at books:

Indians 101: Early 20th Century Indian Books The focus here is on books written by Indians.
kaleidescope
I would add Malcom Margolin’s, The Ohlone Way, especially for people interested in the
natural history of the Bay Area.
Meteor Blades kaleidescope
Still fighting for recognition. The Ohlone blended into the Latino population to avoid running
afoul of the California bounty law ($5 for the scalp of any Indian man, woman or child) that was
on the books from 1850-1911, although not paid to anyone after 1874).
Brecht Meteor Blades
Here are some more books of this ilk that you recommended 5 months ago, more briefly and with
a caveat:
Meteor Blades: A few other books in my collection:
Empire of the Summer Moon: Quanah Parker and the Rise and Fall of the Comanches, the
Most Powerful Indian Tribe in American History, by S.C. Gwynee
Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West, by my good friend and
MacArthur Genius awardee Patricia Limerick.
Custer Died for Your Sins, by Vine Deloria Jr.
An American Genocide: The United States and the California Indian Catastrophe, 1846-1873,
by Benjamin Madley
An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States (ReVisioning American History, by
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz

Osceola and the Great Seminole War: A Struggle for Justice and Freedom, by Thom Hatch
A Sorrow in Our Heart: The Life of Tecumseh, by Allan Eckhert
I don’t agree with all the points of view of these authors, but each of them brings something
valuable to the story of indigenous American from an historical standpoint.
Oh, I forgot:, 1491: New Revelations of the Americas Before Columbus, by Charles C. Mann
You earlier recommended many of those to me, and also I think Killers of the Flower
Moon: The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI, by David Grann
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Floyd Pink
I would add Seven Arrows by Hyemeyohsts Storm.
Meteor Blades Floyd Pink
Excoriated by the Northern Cheyenne tribe, in which he claimed to be enrolled, because that
particular book failed to present an accurate picture of their spiritual practice, some of which the
Cheyenne say should always be kept secret from outsiders.
Meteor Blades Floyd Pink
My point is that this fucker Storm is a fraud, a fake, a Pretendian who not only misinterpreted
Cheyenne customs and life in Seven Arrows, but behaved as if the Cheyenne who vociferously
objected to his depictions were somehow ignorant of their own history and traditions.
When somebody writes a book about the Northern Cheyenne, or any tribe, and that tribe goes so
far as to call out the book so fiercely that it’s moved from the publisher’s list of non-fiction
offerings to the fiction list, I pay attention.
Storm claimed to be enrolled in the Northern Cheyenne Tribe, but tribal officials say he’s not.
Pretendians have done and continue to damage Native peoples, not least by taking bits and
pieces, many of them inaccurately, and stitching them into what Philip Hart calls in his The Book
of Imaginary Indians. Ancient Traditions and Modern Caricatures in the White Man's Quest for
Meaning Storms’ “synthetic, new-age religion; […] but that is not the same thing as the ancient
Cheyenne tradition, even where they superficially resemble each other.“
FellowTraveler Meteor Blades
MB, do you know the website New Age Fraud?
This site and forum is for those concerned about the fraud, deceit, money hunger, sexual abuse,
racism, control, hunger for power and ego, and cult-like tendencies of the New Age movement
and pseudo "shamans." We investigate and seek to warn the public about impostors and
exploiters posing as Native medicine people or elders. There are more than two hundred
impostors out there posing as Cherokee medicine people alone. Multiply that by five hundred
Native nations in the US, and add on the exploiters who abuse or lie about practices of Latin
America's Indians, and you get an idea of the sheer, massive scope of the problem.

Storm is mentioned frequently in the forum. People are not pleased with him.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Portlaw It’s not for a general audience but I really liked Audra Simpson’s Mohawk
Interruptus : Political Life Across the Borders of Settler States.
ROGNM
God is Red, by Vine Deloria Jr. should be among your reading list.
Truther ROGNMMay 27 · 06:29:35 PM
Also by Vine, Custer Died For Your Sins.
Picked it up at the school library and read it for my own interests in about 7th grademama jo
mama jo
I really love Louise Erdrich and have read 3-4 of her books. I’ve actually reread one of them
several times and would count it among one of my all-time favorites: The Last Report on the
Miracles at Little No Horse. I love that she weaves the same characters throughout many of her
novels, and almost feel like I know them personally.
ceebee7 mama jo
Me too! I went on an Erdrich jag a couple of years ago, and read all that our local library
had… I particularly liked The Painted Drum (which makes somewhat mysterious appearances
in some of her other novels), as well as The Round House, and The Master Butchers’ Singing
Club. I’d love to visit Birchbark Book Store, her bookstore in Minneapolis.
Here’s a list of noted Native American writers I came across. en.wikipedia.org/...
sizzzzlerz
In my opinion, Dee Brown’s Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee must be considered among the
finest books on the treatment of Native Americans during the 19th century. I read it in high
school, over four decades ago, and its story is as devastating to me today as it was then. It opened
my eyes to how little we learned of the impact the settling of the west had on people who had
inhabited those lands for centuries.
Meteor Blades sizzzzlerz
May 27 · 06:37:25 PM
There’s an earlier book (A Century of Dishonor, 1881) by Helen Hunt Jackson who covered
much the same ground as Brown did nearly a century later. Unfortunately, although she died
before the law was enacted, Jackson wound up supporting the Dawes Act as something that
would improve life for Natives but actually had the opposite effect, gutting tribes and being the
cause of the theft/loss of 90 million of the 138 million acres still under Native control when the
law was passed in 1887.
philosophyoftruthfulness
thanks a million, also great reading,
bury my heart at wounded knee, dee brown
mother earth spirituality, ed, mcgaa, eagle man

black elk speaks, john neihardt
and write your congressperson to support restoring their rights and property
offred
The Absolutely True Story of a Part Time Indian by Sherman Alexie is one that I recommend to
young adults. It’s ended up on banned book lists but I consider that an endorsement. It is semiautobiographical, describing the conflicts that occur in his life when he chooses to go to an all
white high school.
Nonlinear offred
The Absolutely True Story of a Part Time Indian is a must read. Juniors heroic effort to change
his destiny is heart breaking and funny. Sherman Alexie is a great writer and there are powerful
illustrations by Ellen Forney.
FellowTraveler offred
I would have recommended this two years ago, too, but then Alexie, one of the best living writers
in English, has turned out to be a #MeToo harasser of the lowest kind. I can’t think of him now
without wanting to slap him. He broke a lot of hearts.
Meteor Blades FellowTraveler
Sadly yes. It’s why I didn’t include anything by him on my list.
FellowTraveler
It’s always disappointing to discover facts like this. But sometimes the value of a person’s work
transcends their failures as human beings.
Angmar
[We have this book as my Alaska family did the Iditarod and were friends with George.He
writes about his life and mushing huskies which is big inNative Alaskan culture]:
Everything I Know About Training and Racing Sled Dogs

George Attla 1974

Bio and obit for George:
Born: August 8, 1933, Koyukuk, AK
On Feb. 15, 2015, legendary Alaska sprint dog musher George Attla Jr., passed away peacefully
at the Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage surrounded by family and friends after a brief
battle with cancer.
George was born Aug. 8, 1933, at a fish camp just below Koyukuk on the Yukon River to the late
Eliza and George Attla Sr. His parents traveled to the Yukon River from their home village of
Huslia, which is on the Koyukuk River. George was raised in a subsistence lifestyle and spent the
majority of his time at fish camp, cabins and spring camp until he contracted tuberculosis and
underwent nearly 10 years of treatment in Sitka.
George began his mushing career in the 1950s and became a legendary open-class sprint dog
racer.
Angmar Angmar
Denaakk'e Koyukon language speakers

The Koyukon are an Alaska NativeAthabaskan people of the Athabaskanspeakingethnolinguistic group. Their traditional territory is along the Koyukuk and Yukon rivers
where they subsisted by hunting and trapping for thousands of years. Many Koyukon live in a
similar manner today.
The Koyukon language belongs to a large family called Na-Dené or Athabaskan, traditionally
spoken by numerous groups of native people throughout northwestern North America. In
addition, due to ancient migrations of related peoples, other Na-Dené languages, such
as Navajo and Apachean varieties, are spoken in the American Southwest and
714day Angmar
As a former Rondy queen, I much appreciate your inclusion of George Attla. I think he may still
hold the title for most Fur Rendezvous musher championships. Phenomenal athleticism is
required to mush at all. Looks breezy on film only. He was a man of few words. He could look at
his dogs and they knew what he was saying. People had to guess.
Angmar 714day
My uncle said he was shy…[he mushed too.]
lt’s sad partly , because with global warming they are losing the Iditarod and Winter events like
it,along with many other problems ...
gchaucer2
I already started There, There. Also have Killers of the Flower Moon by David Grann re: the
Osage murders in OK for oil.
Meteor Blades gchaucer2
Grann’s book is good (and infuriating).
gchaucer2
I recently finished Killers of the Flower Moon. I needed almost as much tissue as I did reading
Hiroshima to get through to the end. I wish I could say it was hard to believe.
BoiseBlue My wife has been reading Killers of the Flower Moon and I'm looking forward to it
when she's done. She hasn't been able to tell me much about it because she's so spitting mad... I
assume it's a decent book.
Meteor Blades BoiseBlue
It is well beyond merely decent. And you can tell your wife we had the same reaction reading it.
***************************************************************************
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